Project Name:
Wire Bound and Perfect Bound Books

Specifications:
Size: 5.5"x8.5" to 11"x17"
or any size in between
Paper: 80lb. or 100lb. gloss/dull text
70lb. or 80lb. uncoated text
Cover weights up to 120lb. cover
Tabs: Square or rounded tabs
Mylar reinforcement on tabs or binding edge
Covers: 80lb., 100lb., or 120lb. gloss/dull cover
Clear acetate front & black back cover
Binding: Double-O wire binding
Spiral coil binding
Perfect binding
Quantity: As few as one book, as many as 3,000

Why We Do It Better:
• High-definition print quality that's 5.5x the resolution of other
digital printing technologies on the market
• Print books as collated sets, even with mixed stocks,
eliminating human error in collation
• Multiple high-speed automatic punches and binders ensure
fast turnaround and consistency
• Automatic coil inserter for high-speed production
• Digital perfect binder with multiple hinge scores and
side-gluing capability for the most professional look
• Unique ability to perfect-bind along 17" edge
for over-sized books